RACE 1:

10 – 8 – 7 – 6

RACE 2:

4–3–5–1

RACE 3:

5–6–7–4

RACE 4:

3–4–9–1

RACE 5:

9–1–3–7

RACE 6:

2 – 7 – 9 – 10

RACE 7:

6–7–8–1

RACE 8:

1 – 12 – 11 – 13

RACE 9:

2 – 3 – 9 – 11

RACE 10:

1–9–8–2

Saturday, November 3, 2018
GPW, Day 25 of 40: Hope you’re tied on for another
10-race Saturday at Gulfstream Park West. And this isn’t
your typical, lazy-hazy Saturday afternoon in Miami
Gardens. Nope. The heart of the 35th Breeders’ Cup will
take place at Churchill Downs, as the BC returns to
Louisville KY for the first time in eight years. Just think,
racing has crowned not one, but two Triple Crown
winners in the years between the ’11 BC and this year’s
edition! Unreal. Naturally, it goes without saying (but I’m
gonna say it, err…I mean write it anyway) I hope you
have a terrific and profitable Breeders’ Cup. I still
remember watching my first Breeders’ Cup as a very
green, but wide-eyed rookie racing fan back in 1993.
That year’s edition featured just seven BC races
(remember that?) at Santa Anita Park. Although a
quarter century has passed, I still can’t fathom Dehere
losing the Juvenile (he did, to Brocco) or Bertrando being
caught in the Classic (133-1 French invader Arcangues
rolled by him in deep stretch.) As for Saturday’s BC
Classic, my rooting loyalty obviously lies with the
overachieving, South Florida-based, Gunnevera. As for
the local GPW turf stakes Saturday, I am taking the Irishbred Gidu in the Showing Up – he drew far better than a
number of the other major, ship-in players that wound up
with tough outside posts – and Go Noni Go in the
Cellars Shiraz. She too drew an excellent post (stall 2)
beneath Emisael Jaramillo. The Cellars Shiraz goes as
race 6, the Showing Up is race 8. First post is 12:20 ET!

Some Late-P5 Action: November is here and judging from some of the trainers listed on

GULFSTREAMPARK.com
Saturday’s GPW program, the snowbirds have begun their annual pilgrimage to glorious South
Florida. That is really evident in both turf stakes, with ship-in contenders for Todd Pletcher, Mike
Maker, Tim Hills, Jason Servis, Jorge Abreu and Christophe Clement to name a few. Both stakes
play part in the late Pick 5. And this play costs $18 for 50 cents with Dash of Dazzle as the key
single in race 7; hoping for more of the same off the claim for trainer Peter Walder.
R6: 2,7,9 -Trip and racing luck will matter big time; Clement’s Sister Sunday will go favored
R7: 6
-Have always liked this barn in these types of races; 8yo gelding is super-sharp
R8: 1,12
-Admittedly, I might be a touch light using just two shippers; loved Showing Up for BT
R9: 2,3
-All about the two major – but realistic – dropdowns here
R10: 1,8,9 -How ‘bout a very tough 12-horse turf cash-out race for ya; best of luck!

